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Recipe: How to make the best muffins everRecipe: How to make the best muffins ever
By 5B Cheng Nga SumBy 5B Cheng Nga Sum

Hello, today I am going to tell you how to 
make some delicious muffins. 

You will need 2 medium eggs, 125 ml 
vegetable oil, 250ml skimmed milk, 250g of 
golden caster sugar, 1 teaspoon of salt and 
100g of dried fruit (which is optional). 
Steps

First, preheat the oven to 200c.  Line 
2 muffin trays with paper muffin cases.  In a large 
bowl, beat 2 medium eggs lightly with a handheld electric mixer 
for 1 minute.

Next, add 125ml vegetable oil and 250ml semi-skimmed 
milk and beat until just combined. 
Then, add 250g golden caster sugar 
and whisk until you have a smooth 
batter. 

Then, sift in 400g plain flour and 
3 tsp baking powder and 1 tsp salt, 
and then mix them until just smooth. 
Be careful not to overmix the batter 
as this will make the muffins tough.

After that, stir in 100g dried 
fruit.  Fill the muffin cases two-
thirds full and bake for 20-25 
minutes. If the trays do not fit on 1 
shelf, swap the shelves around after 
15 mins of cooking.

Finally,leave the muffins in the tin to cool for a 
few minutes and transfer them to a wire rack to cool 
completely.

I hope you will like my recipe. And you can try to 
make the muffins on your own if you have time. I am 
sure you will have lots of fun making those yummy and 
homemade muffins.



Do you know what The Wizard of Oz is? I know it very 
well. It was written in 1900 by Lyman Frank Baum and it is an 
interesting fiction story book. It is also very popular because of 
the classic movie based on it.

The story is about a 
girl in Kansas (Dorothy) 
and her little doggy 
(Toto) who gets caught 
by a tornado. It might 
seem horrible, but the 
tornado teleported them 
to a fantasy world: Oz. 

Then, a fun story happens in Oz. What happens? 
Buy or borrow the book to discover. 

After I read the book, I felt it is an 
attractive novel because the characters are 
extremely lively. I fully recommend all of you to 
read this excellent book. Please share if you like 
it too!

Book Report of The Wizard of OzBook Report of The Wizard of Oz
By 5A Lee Perseus RobinBy 5A Lee Perseus Robin

Book Report of Diary of a Wimpy Kid #11 Double Down.Book Report of Diary of a Wimpy Kid #11 Double Down.
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By 5B Liu Tsun HeiBy 5B Liu Tsun Hei

The book I want to share with you is the Diary of 
a Wimpy Kid #11 Double Down. 

This book is about a kid named Greg Heffley. His 
mum thinks that video games are like little demons 
that are turning his brain to mush, so she wants him to 
put down the controller, step out of his comfort zone 
and explore his own “creative side”. 

A creepy day is coming, and the frights are 
coming to Greg from all sides, when he finds out that 
he can go to an awesome Halloween party by joining 
the school band. He joins it 
immediately, but he finds a 
shocking surprise. When Greg 
miraculously discovers a bag 
of gummy worms, an idea 
comes to mind. Can he become 
a billionaire and famous during 
the process, or will he help 
others become famous? 

I like this book because 
it is hilarious and entertaining. I hope you will like it as much as 
I do.



Time flies and I will graduate from Bishop Walsh Primary 
School very soon.

I remember that I was a shy and quiet person when I first 
came to this school. I seldom talked with my classmates. But 
over time, I have met many new friends and chatted with them 
cheerfully. The teachers always encouraged and supported me 
and made me feel confident.

In these six years, I have learnt a lot of knowledge and 
understood many thoughts of life. This is my favorite motto 
that I’ve learned, “It does not matter how slowly you go as long 
as you do not stop.” It means that you will succeed if you never 
give up.

The most memorable experience is the Graduation Camp.  
We played a lot of activities there and learnt the importance of cooperation and 
discipline. I had a great time in these six years of primary school life. Thanks to BWPS!

This is a story of a polar bear, Milly, who is very adorable. 
However, humans are destroying the environment and making 
the ice melt, so Milly is in danger, and she goes on a journey to 
save herself.

Milly lives on the northern island. She is ecstatic about her 
life as she plays a lot. She chats with her friends, looks at the 
penguins, and swims in the sea. How free is it in the northern 
island!

One day, when Milly was swimming in the ocean, she found 
that the ocean was bigger than before. She thought the sea had 
grown bigger. After swimming in the sea, she just went home 
elatedly. She also realized the distance home was shorter than 

before! Milly was puzzled.
Do you know why the sea became 

bigger than before? If not, the second 
part of the story has the answer.

Milly also found the place she lived 
in was getting smaller and smaller. Soon, 
she will have no place to live, no food to 
eat, and no friends to chat with…

Now you know why, don’t you? 
It’s because the ice melted into water 
and made the sea bigger. Humans who 
are destroying the environment are 
responsible for this. So if you want to 
help Milly and her family or friends, 
please reuse, reduce and recycle things. Save the earth and save her life!

Storytelling: The White BearStorytelling: The White Bear

Sharing: Graduation SpeechSharing: Graduation Speech

By 5B Chan Hui ChingBy 5B Chan Hui Ching

By 6B Tsang Man YiBy 6B Tsang Man Yi
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Time flies like an arrow, we have spent six years of primary 
school life. 

During these six years of primary school life, we have grown 
a lot. After experiencing countless setbacks and difficulties 
together, we have learnt that we should learn from our failures. 
In addition, we have also established a firm friendship. The 
communication, cooperation, and exchanges between each other 
have been extremely smooth. We have really changed a lot 
through the whole primary school life!

When I first stepped into this school, I was very lonely 
since there weren’t any kindergarten classmates

entering this school with me. Other people were walking 
together, chatting, and laughing; but I was alone. Just as I was sighing and feeling lost, 
a prefect noticed me, and she asked me gently, “Little girl, what grade are you in?” I 
answered, tremblingly, ’First...first grade.’ She nodded thoughtfully, squatted down 
slowly, kept level with me, and with a bright smile on her mouth, carefully guided me to 
the place where the Primary One students gathered. 

Then, I gathered up my courage to walk to the meeting point step by step. I met 
many classmates that were similar to my age there, but I didn’t dare to come forward 
to greet them. I turned my head and looked helplessly at the prefect. The prefect kept 
cheering for me, ‘Don’t be scared!’ After being inspired, I was full of confidence and 
bravely stepped forward to greet my new classmates. 

Since then, I have determined that when I grow up, I also want to help others. 
Looking back now, my classmates and I have gone through large and small exams, 
experienced many activities and our friendship has been deeply rooted. Even when we’re 
not in school, we’ll meet up to hang out together during holidays. Even though we have 
been divided into classes many times since the first grade and the people around us are 
constantly changing, our friendship for each other will not be diluted by this. 

In addition to gaining friendship, the most obvious change is the change in how we 
treat people and do things. In the past, when we were young, we might always put our 
own interests first and ignore others, now that we have grown up, we have learned to 
share with others and listen to their opinions. Unlike in the past, when we all relied on 
the care of older schoolmates, now we are the eldest students in the whole school and 
have ability to help the younger students. 

During the six years of Primary school life, I have not only learned knowledge and 
friendship, but also learned the moral character that a person should have. I hope 
that every student who is going to graduate can ‘cherish the people in front of you’ and 
communicate more with classmates and teachers in the limited time. Finally, I would like 
to express my gratitude to everyone who has helped me, the teachers for their earnest 
teachings, and the parents for their perseverance! 

I am very grateful for your dedication. If it weren’t for your selfless dedication 
and silent help, how could we have grown so rapidly in just six short years? Thank you all!

Sharing: Graduating from Primary SchoolSharing: Graduating from Primary School
By 6B Yao Yuk ChoBy 6B Yao Yuk Cho

Ms Lo Shuk Yee, PrincipalMs Lo Shuk Yee, Principal
Mr. Francisco, Ms Fan Tsz Lui CherryMr. Francisco, Ms Fan Tsz Lui Cherry
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